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ABSTRACT

Idiopathic thrombocytopenia purpura (ITP) is an autoimmune disorder 
characterized by isolated thrombocytopenia and mucocutaneous bleeding. The 
former has a primary role in the diagnosis and treatment of ITP. One of the 
leading causes of miscounted platelets in patients who suffer from ITP is giant 
platelets which may indicate factitiously a severe false thrombocytopenia. Here, 
a case of macrothrombocytopenia is presented in an ITP patient. Giant platelets 
of this patient not only resulted in miscounting platelets but also falsely increased 
reading of RBC counts. By counting platelets through peripheral blood smear 
and hemocytometer, the patient was saved from an unnecessary splenectomy.
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Introduction
ITP is an autoimmune disorder characterized by 

low platelet count and mucocutaneous bleeding.1 The 
diagnosis of ITP relies on isolated thrombocytopenia, 
lack of other hematological abnormalities, normal 
physical examination except mucocutaneous bleeding 
consistent with thrombocytopenia and exclusion of other 
causes of thrombocytopenia.2 The estimated incidence of 
ITP is 100 cases per 1 million per year while around half 
of these cases occur in children. In adults, the course of 
ITP is generally chronic and the onset is often insidious 
where women are approximately affected twice as men 
are.3 The platelet count is determining in treatment of 
ITP.4 One of the major causes of false thrombocytopenia 
is giant platelets.5 Here, a case of macrothrombocytopenia 

in an ITP patient is presented. 

Case Report
A 22-year-old woman was admitted with a previous 

diagnosis of ITP. She had been taking prednisone 1 mg/
kg/day for four weeks for persistent symptomatic, severe 
thrombocytopenia (platelet <10,000/microliter). After 
four weeks of treatment, she received methylprednisolone 
(30 mg/kg intravenously) for 3 days. Since the patient did 
not respond appropriately to these therapies, she received 
intravenous immunoglobulin and anti-D (IVIG 1g/kg for 
two days and Anti-D 75 mg/kg given once). Due to failure 
of platelet response, she was considered as a candidate for 
splenectomy. Hematological workup before the surgery 
showed thrombocytopenia along with erythrocytosis with 
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hypochromic microcytic red blood cells. The peripheral 
blood slide of the patient showed many giant platelets 
(Figure 1). After evaluating the platelet count through 
peripheral blood slide and hemocytometer, true platelet 
counts were found to be higher, so that splenectomy was 
not indicated anymore. We also checked serum iron, 
TIBC, serum ferritin and hemoglobin electrophoresis 
which all were within normal range. We shall declare that 
informed consents was obtained from the patient for the 
publication of their information and imaging.

Discussion
RBC or white blood cell microparticles and 

macrothrombocytes can cause false results in 
hematology cell counting devices.5 “Giant platelet” also known as 

“macrothrombocyte”, is a term used to describe platelets 
that are abnormally large, i.e., as large as a normal 
RBC.6 Giant platelets are observed in conditions of rapid 
turnover such as ITP and represent increased platelet 
production.4 Thrombocytopenia accompanied by giant 
platelets are called “macrothrombocytopenia”. Large 
platelets are particularly common in patients with ITP due 
to destructive mechanisms and associated regenerative 
release of giant immature forms.7 Macrothrombocytopenia 
may be underdiagnosed because of its similar presentation 
to ITP. In both conditions, thrombocytopenia with large 
to giant platelets is observed.8

Since platelets and RBCs are counted simultaneously in 
cell counter devices, platelets may be counted as RBCs 
in conditions associated with large or giant Platelets. If 
giant platelets have a volume exceeding the upper limit 
of the analytical range, they will be counted as RBCs 
instead of platelets. As a result, a high RBC count would 
be recorded accompanying with decreased MCV and 
MCH with or whitout anemia.9 This condition is similar 
to those with thalassemia syndromes; thus patients may 
be subjected to unneccessry expensive laboratory tests 

such as hemoglobin electrophoresis or molecular tests 
specially for diagnosing alpha thalassemia. 

Microscopic examination of peripheral blood slides can 
reveal giant platelets; hence the diagnosis may be missed 
if the peripheral blood slide is not examined carefully. 

Macrothrombocytopenia can be seen in other conditions 
such as May-Hegglin anomaly or Bernard-Soulier 
syndrome.9 Giant platelets in these conditions may 
cause inaccurate platelet counting which result in wrong 
intervention. The presence of macrothrombocytopenia in 
patients with May-Hegglin anomaly and Bernard-Soulier 
may result in misdiagnosis of chronic ITP. According 
to Noris et al, four out of 15 patients with May-Hegglin 
anomaly had been misdiagnosed as severe ITP and had 
received prednisone for a long time. Moreover, three of 
them had already undergone splenectomy without any 
improvement in platelet counts or bleeding tendency.9 

The presence of giant platelets in peripheral blood of 
ITP patients might underestimate the true platelet count 
that can mislead the treatment plan of the patients. In 
addition, giant platelets could be counted as RBCs, so 
will mimic hypochromic microcytic RBCs. 

Conclusion
In thrombocytopenic patients, platelets counts should 

be confirmed by examining peripheral blood smear and 
conditions such as giant platelets and other causes of 
pseudothrombocytopenia should be taken into account. 
Inaccurate platelet counting due to the presence of giant 
platelets may raise the suspicion of a resistant ITP. 
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Figure 1: Giant thrombocyte in peripheral blood smear of an 
ITP patient
(Arrow 1 indicates Giant thrombocyte , aroow 2 indicates 
normal thrombocyte and arrow 3 indicates normocytic 
normochromic RBC)
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